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Each year the spread of Attitudinal Healing
seems more amazing and exciting than the
last as people discover that changing their
attitudes and thoughts can tangibly lead
to changing their lives and experiencing
inner peace. We are receiving a serious
increase in letters, e-mails, and phone
calls from people who have read our
books and have had a dramatic shift
in their lives through integrating the
simplicity of Attitudinal Healing into their
daily challenges. Many ask for help in
starting new support groups or Centers in
their part of the world.

Sixty years
ago, when the
World Health
Organization
(WHO) was
founded,
public health
faced
the
daunting task
of restoring
basic health
services in a
world badly
damaged by
years of war.
Some of the
earliest activities were urgent responses to
emergencies: the delivery of medicines and
vaccines, the containment of outbreaks,
and the provision of relief to refugees. The
broader vision of WHO was to provide a
mechanism through which all countries of
the world could collaborate in the pursuit of
better health.

Our belief is that the Principles of Attitudinal
Healing and unconditional love and
forgiveness have become more important
in the world than ever before. At the time of
this writing there are wars going on; there
is also tremendous economic uncertainty
and an increase in people's fear.
We can choose to change our minds and,
thus, change how we see and experience
the world and ourselves. Utilizing
Attitudinal Healing Principles we come to
understand there is no one to blame, and
that we can live a life where it is possible
to experience inner peace and love no
matter what is happening to our outside
world. If there was ever a time to shift our
consciousness and to focus on cooperation
and caring for each other, for believing that
love and not fear is the answer, it is now.

Jampolsky Outreach Foundation
JOF has served to support the work of
Drs. Gerald G. Jampolsky, M.D. and Diane
V. Cirincione, Ph.D. as they are guided to
respond to calls throughout the world to meet
the needs of those people, organizations,
and governments who wish to incorporate
the Principles of Attitudinal Healing and
‘practical spirituality’ into their personal,
professional, and/or community lives. JOF is
a non-profit 501(C)(3) supported solely by
donations.

that AIDS was not casually transmitted,
to address discrimination, and to bring
awareness to the psychological and social
needs of persons living with AIDS.
The exhibit opened at the start of the WHO
session in January 2008 in Geneva. It then
travelled to the United Nations headquarters
in New York for the entire month of April to
coincide with World Health Day on April
7th. The exhibit returned to Geneva for the
World Health Assembly in May and travelled
again to all six regions to be featured at
various events and regional meetings from
June to December.
Today, WHO enjoys unprecedented
support from the Ministers of Health or 193
countries. WHO is in the unique position
of serving as a mechanism through which
all countries collaborate in a shared quest
for better health, motivated by common
understanding and goodwill.

As part of the 60th anniversary celebrations
of WHO, a major photo collection
spanning the 60 years of WHO is being
exhibited around the world throughout
2008. The exhibit, based on the theme of
“Our Health, Our Future,” tells the story
of WHO and public health over the past
60 years. It features key public milestones
throughout the six decades and highlights
such themes as the development of the first
successful polio vaccine, the eradication
of smallpox, primary health care, tobacco
control, protecting health from climate
change, and global AIDS education, to
name a few.
The single symbol that the World Health
Assembly of the United Nations and the
World Health Organization chose to
represent their decades of outreach for HIV/
AIDS worldwide was the poster of a child
with arms outstretched that we created with
artist Jack Keeler that states, “I Have AIDS
– Please Hug Me – I Can’t Make You Sick.”
We created it in 1986 to educate others

Poster chosen by the World Health Assembly of the
United Nations and the World Health Organization
to represent their decades of outreach for HIV/AIDS.

Cameroon, Central Africa
One of the amazing letters we received this year was from a man from
Cameroon, Central Africa. Below are his first two letters to us.

Hi Doc,
So glad I found you. Yesterday
I was searching to find any
online organization based
on the works of Gerald G. J.
and thank Heaven, my search
engine delivered your website
address to me. My name
is Tasha Abdou Tangunu.
Married with two kids. I am
based in Douala, Cameroon,
Central Africa, and am a
citizen of this country by
birth.
I am writing because I want
to be part of what you are
doing. This decision is out of
the deepest part of my heart
because of what a single, used book written by Mr. Gerald Jampolsky
did to my life. The twelve lessons of his book, Love Is Letting Go of
Fear, brought my life back to me. Three years ago I was broke and on
the street. I had enough education to get a fair job but I just did not
know why I could not move. My wife and kids had to take refuge in
my wife’s family home and I was almost a derelict.
I used the last of my money to buy a used book I saw by the roadside
stall. It turned out to be a miracle. I have dutifully followed the
instructions given to use the book and I have gone over the lessons

Japan
Hiroka Mitzushima, M.D., a psychiatrist
and former member of the Japanese
parliament, continues her groundbreaking
work at the Center for Attitudinal Healing in
Tokyo, Japan. This past year she did an AH
Workshop once a month that included new
facilitators. During the workshop Jerry spent
an hour with the groups responding to their
questions. Dr. Mitzushima translated and
the feedback we have received tells us it
has been a most helpful process.

about 12 times in the last two years. This has produced a miracle
in my life, and each and every day I want to let all the people I see
here in Cameroon suffering like me see this work. Today I have my
family back with me and I have opened two businesses and have
helped my wife who is a trained nurse to open two small clinics in
two neighborhoods. We are so happy and enthusiastic as we work to
expand our ventures.
If I never met this Miracle making book, I would either have been in
prison or grave by now. Please extend my gratitude to Dr. Jampolsky
for his contribution to my life. I am interested in having a center for
this Attitudinal Healing in my town. I want people to use this healing
approach to reduce misery I see around me all day long; AIDS/HIV,
cancer patients, poverty, depression etc. I know what they are going
through because I have been there.
I just discovered that you have training for facilitators in September.
I am ready now to pay my participation fees. I want to be a trained
facilitator and also create a center in Central Africa for this program.
What must I do to get this project of mine moving? I am waiting for
your response. Once again, thank you for wanting to share this with
the whole world.
It has changed my life right here across the ocean: in Africa. The best
gift you could give a continent so uncertain of their future.
With love and gratitude

Tasha
We have since communicated many times with Tasha by phone and
E-mail. He was unable to get a visa after three attempts so plans were
made for him to get training from Els Thissen, Founder of the AH Centers
in Holland with groups in over 60 locations. Tasha’s enthusiasm is
amazing. Our communication with him continues to this day.

taught the course weekly, and we co-taught
either in person or via phone. In addition
to businesspersons from the community, a
number of participants were from NHU
faculty, including the President and the
former Provost.
The class turned out to be more successful
than any of us dreamed it could be. The
use of Attitudinal Healing Principles, taking
a new look at one’s purpose in life, and
concentrating on healing one’s own mind
and attitudes, rather than trying to change

We are happy to say that NHU is continuing
the program with students. We also gave
several scholarships to the AH training for
those in the original class who wanted to
learn how to facilitate support groups in
Attitudinal Healing at the University and in
their community.

JOF Attitudinal Healing
Training Scholarships
The JOF Foundation gave several
scholarships to the Attitudinal Healing
Workshop and Facilitator’s Training that was
held in 2008. People came from several
countries including India, Japan, Mexico,
and Canada.

National Hispanic University —
San Jose, California
Through 2008 we have deepened the
connection between JOF and The National
Hispanic University (NHU). Working closely
with the President of NHU, Dr. David
Lopez, we have become involved there as
consultants and have helped start a class
called “Live Your Light: A Mini Course for
Life.” The text for this course is one of our
latest books, published in April 2008, titled
A Mini Course for Life. A University professor

other people’s, proved to be life-changing for
many of the participants.

Mexico CECURA 20th
Anniversary Celebration
Some NHU faculty for Mini Course for Life pilot class.

In May we flew to Mexico to participate
in the 20th anniversary of AH Centers
(Cecura). Our first stop was in Guadalajara

sister and they made their way to the United
States.

Founders of Cecura, Mexico City AH Center

After serving in the US Army, Henri got
into the hotel business and became quite
successful, but not very happy. Eventually he
started an organization called “Give Kids The
World” outside of Orlando, Florida, where
kids who were facing death from serious
illnesses could come with their families and
have a week of joy and enjoy the many
attractions in the Orlando area.

where the Cecura Center has been serving
the community for 15 years. The Center
is headed by husband and wife team Dr.
Carlos Aguirre (child psychiatrist) and Lucero
(teacher), and is supported by a dedicated
group of 28 experienced facilitators who
continue to offer 14 different support groups
weekly. This year they have a new group for
people who have addiction problems.

About 25 years ago Henri began a forgiveness
process. He gradually chose to release the
hate and grievances he had held onto, and
finally forgave his former enemies. The day of
the awards, Jerry interviewed him via video
conference projected on a large screen.
Henri shared about his new organization –
Love Rather Than Hate. Henri made a most
powerful impact on the audience.

While in Guadalajara we did a public lecture
and met with the volunteer facilitators (about
30). It was refreshing to see how much they
use AH Concepts not only in helping others
but in their own lives as well. Throughout
the year we keep in close contact with the
various centers and support groups not only
in Mexico but throughout the world.

Another Hero was a 17-year old boy who
had died a few months before of leukemia.
His mother, who had serious addictions, had

Next we went to Mexico City where close
to 1,000 people showed up for the 20th
anniversary celebration of the first AH
Center, founded by Maruja and Geraldo
Candano. Geraldo recently passed away
but not before he and his wife wrote a book
about their experiences with AH. There are
currently AH Centers in 22 cities in Mexico,
including at least one in every state.

International Forgiveness Day,
Hawaii
Seven years ago we worked with others to
initiate The Hawaii Forgiveness Day Project,
to bring more awareness of the importance
and benefits of forgiveness in our lives as
individuals, families, and communities.
This y ear the International Forgiveness Day
was held at the East West Center located at
the University of Hawaii in Honolulu. As
moderators, we chose the theme Forgiving
the Unforgivable—a challenging concept
for most of us.
As part of the celebration, Heroes of
Forgiveness Awards were presented. The first
recipient was Henri Landwirth, a young teen
who survived the Warsaw Ghetto as well as
four concentration camps. He wound up in
Auschwitz where his father was killed. His
mother was put in a boat with 2,000 women
and children that was blown up a few days
before the war ended. After his miraculous
escape from Auschwitz, he found his twin

“It is possible for each of
us to choose to experience
peace on the inside even
when there is chaos going
on all around us.”
abandoned him in a park in Honolulu when
he was eight years old, and he was placed
in a number of foster homes where he was
abused. Finally at the age of 14, he ended
up with a wonderful foster family that loved
him and, ultimately, adopted him. About
six months before he died, his adoptive
mother suggested it was
time that he attempt to find
his mother and hopefully
heal his relationship with
her, which he actually did.
On this Forgiveness Day his
high school counselor and
his adoptive parents talked
about what a great teacher
of love and forgiveness he
had been. The boy’s mother
was also there, a woman
who had been mostly
rejected over the years by
the community for doing
something that they felt was
unforgiveable. She greatly
feared the same thing would
happen at the celebration of
Forgiveness Day.

We suggested that the people in the audience
were there to learn more about forgiveness
and were there to have compassion and love
for her. We stayed close to her on the stage
(Jerry had his arm around her) and went
on to say that she might want to take ten
minutes and look into the eyes and hearts
of the over 500 people there and choose to
feel their love. It was an amazing experience
for her and for all of us as you could feel her
energy shift and become soft. She began to
smile and was actually able to speak and to
thank everyone for the experience. She had
gotten clean that year and had just started a
new job.
We concluded the day by stating it is possible
to change our belief system and believe that
everything we have done or another person
has done to us is possible to forgive.
There is an edited version of many of
the Hawaii Forgiveness Day events
from Olelo 16 TV that can be found at
www.hawaiiforgivenessproject.org.

Challenges and Healing in the
Military
In September 2008 we were invited to give
workshops, lectures and consultation at a
U.S. Army base in Europe to demonstrate
how principles of Attitudinal Healing can
help military personnel and their families
deal with stress and increase mental health
and resiliency. We coincidentally arrived at
the base during Suicide Prevention Week.
The New York Times recently reported that
suicides of army personnel were at the
highest level ever, surpassing that of the
civilian population.
We were very impressed with the caliber
and the commitment of both the civilian

JOF shoe insert "May Every Step I Take Be One of Forgiveness"

and military professionals that we talked to
and later met on the base. Each seemed to
have high devotion to their responsibilities.
However, though there are wonderful
chaplains and mental health professionals
available, many personnel do not avail
themselves of these services for fear that it
will taint their records as a show of weakness
or vulnerability, possibly interfering with
promotion. It was our impression that
the stress in holding these feelings inside
when they come home is monumental and
perhaps accounts in some way for the high
incidence of suicide.
At the base a brigade had recently
returned from fifteen months' deployment
in Afghanistan.These men and women
experienced going to hell and back. When
their buddies do not come back from a
mission, it particularly affects everyone.
It has been widely reported that more than
one third of soldiers deployed to Iraq or
Afghanistan are on anti-depressants and/
or sleeping aids, and that many also come
back with symptoms of Post Traumatic

“ Fo r g i ve n e s s i s
t h e k ey t o h a p p i n e s s
a n d p e a c e .”
Stress Syndrome. They tend to be edgy and
startle easily with nightmarish dreams of
what they have seen and done.
Returning to spouses and young children can
be a very challenging transition. After being
trained to compartmentalize their minds
and to focus on following orders, surviving,
attacking, and defending, soldiers come
back to an environment where the rules
of living are totally different. The greatest
challenge is to find a safe bridge for soldiers
to move back and forth between their two
worlds. Our work focused on making that
bridge stronger. The busyness of everyone
at the base made it very difficult for many to
process their loss and grief. Plans are being
made to expand helping both children and
adults around loss and grief.
Our lecture to the community was
videotaped and an edited version sent out
to the Armed Service Television Network
and ASN Radio around the world. We were
happy to learn that there are new Wellness
Clinics being formed in other large army
bases, in addition to the one we visited.
We gave away hundreds of our book, A
Mini Course for Life, and discussed many
applications of the Principles of Attitudinal

Healing. Forgiveness was a common theme
throughout our time here—forgiving the
past to let go of the nightmares that were
replaying in their minds.
We felt that the personnel that we met
with could benefit greatly by having totally
confidential AH Support Groups, which
could continue to be a support even while
deployed. Since we have returned we
have been invited to become more deeply
involved with the Armed Services. This was
an amazing experience for us and we feel
that we learned and got at least as much as
we gave.

Miracle Distribution Center
30th Anniversary
Irvine, California, September, 2008
Miracle Distribution Center (MDC) has
been a distributor of all our books as well
as A Course in Miracles for 30 years. We
were honored to be keynote presenters at
their celebration in Anaheim, California in
September, as the staff there has been like
an extended family with consistent quality
of service and attitude.

Institute of Medicine,
Washington, D.C.
Psychosocial Care has been set as a standard
in cancer treatment by the Institute of

Medicine (IOM) in its influential report
called “Cancer Treatment for the Whole
Person,” reflecting ‘attitudinal shifts’ in newly
standardized practice. As reported in Clinical
Psychiatry News in March of this year, health
care providers are now called upon to
identify a patient’s psychosocial needs and
link the patient with peer support services
incorporated as an integral part of the overall
treatment plan. The report emphasizes that
“the interaction of mind and body in cancer
impairs quality of life and may affect the
course of the illness as well.”
The first Attitudinal Healing peer support group
model was pioneered by Jerry and friends
at the Center for Attitudinal Healing that he
founded in 1975. It has taken over thirty years,
but medicine has finally caught up with what
many of us knew years ago – that there is a
direct relationship in healing between the
mind and the body and that when the mind
and attitudes it holds are healed, the body and
quality of life are affected.

Confidential Activities
In 2008 much of our work, as in previous
years is on the phone, giving consultation
to individuals and families with catastrophic
illnesses, relationship problems, and a host of
other challenges around crises and the changes
in life that unexpectedly occur. We also spend
much time consulting with other Centers for
Attitudinal Healing around the world.

Year's End
The Jampolsky Outreach Foundation continues to respond to requests for mentoring,
consultation, leadership, and support to the International Center for Attitudinal
Healing in Sausalito, California, and the other independent Center affiliates located
around the world.
New Centers and Groups were established this year in a number of countries in North
and Central America, as well as Western Europe, Africa and Asia. JOF Scholarships
were provided to Centers on four continents for Attitudinal Healing trainings
throughout this year.
The worldwide response of humanitarian, educational, conflict resolution, and
support work in Attitudinal Healing of the Jampolsky Outreach Foundation gratefully
continues to be made possible through the generosity and support of its donors.

Please consider a tax-deductible donation to support the work of the Jampolsky
Outreach Foundation, a non-profit 501(C)(3). All levels of participation are
greatly appreciated.
Gerald G. Jampolsky, M.D., Founder, The Center for Attitudinal Healing
Diane V. Cirincione, Ph.D., President, Jampolsky Outreach Foundation

Jampolsky Outreach Foundation

3001 Bridgeway, Ste K-368, Sausalito California, U.S.A. 94965
Tel: (415) 435-1622
Contact at jerryjampolsky and dianecirincione.com
www.jerryjampolsky.com or www.dianecirincione.com
www.attitudinalhealing.com

